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A method has been developed to obtain a transonic flow solution on a blade-to-blade
surface between blades of a turbomachine. A FORTRAN IV computer program has been
written based on this method. The flow must be essentially subsonic, but there may be
locally supersonic flow. The solution is two-dimensional, isentropic, and shock free.
The blades may be fixed or rotating. The flow may be axial, radial, or mixed, and there
may be a change in stream channel thickness in the through-flow direction. A loss in
relative stagnation pressure may be accounted for.
The program input consists of blade and stream-channel geometry, stagnation flow
conditions, inlet and outlet flow angles, and blade-to-blade stream-channel weight flow.
The output includes blade surface velocities, velocity magnitude and direction at all in-
terior mesh points in the blade-to-blade passage, and streamline coordinates throughout
the passage.
The transonic solution is obtained by a combination of a finite-difference, stream-
function solution and a velocity-gradient solution. The finite-difference solution at a
reduced weight flow provides information needed to obtain a velocity-gradient solution.
This report includes the FORTRAN IV computer program with an explanation of the
equations involved, the method of solution, and the calculational procedure. Numerical
examples are included to illustrate the use of the program, and to show the results which
are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Two useful techniques for calculating blade surface velocities are the velocity-
gradient (stream filament) method and the finite-difference solution of the stream-
function equation. Each has advantages and limitations. In particular, the finite-
difference solution of the stream-function equation (e. g., ref. I) is limited to strictly
subsonic flows. The velocity-gradient methods are not limited in this way (e. g., ref. 2).
On the other hand, a simple velocity-gradient method is limited to a well-guided channel.
The purpose of the program described herein is to combine these methods so as to ex-
tend the range of cases which can be solved. Locally supersonic (transonic) solutions
can be obtained even with low-solidity blading (channel not well guided). This program
is called TSONIC (for transonic).
The TSONIC program is based on the TURBLE program (ref. 3), with the addition
of subroutines for solving the velocity-gradient equation. Therefore, the input for
TSONIC is identical to that for TURBLE, but with an additional input item to give a re-
duced weight flow factor which is needed to obtain a preliminary subsonic solution.
TSONIC obtains the numerical solution for ideal, transonic, compressible flow for
an axial, radial, or mixed flow cascade of turbomachine blades. The cascade may be
circular or straight (infinite) and may be fixed or rotating. To accommodate either
radial or axial flow with the same coordinate system, the independent variables are
meridional streamline distance and angle in radians.
This report includes the FORTRAN IV program TSONIC with a complete description
of the input required. Numerical examples have been included to illustrate the use of
the program. Only the parts of the program which differ from the TURBLE program are
described, although the complete program listing is given.
This report is organized so that the engineer desiring to use the program needs to
read only the sections MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS, NUMERICAL EXAMPLES, and
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT. Information of interest to a programmer is
contained in the sections DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT and PROGRAM PRO-
CEDURE.
A TSONIC source deck on tape is available from COSMIC (Computer Software Man-
agement and Information Center), Computer Center, University of Georgia 30601. The








coefficient in differential eq. (4)
coefficient in differential eq. (4)
stream-channel thickness normal to meridional streamline, meters
meridional streamline distance, meters, see figs. 2 and 3
gas constant, J/(kg)(K)
radius from axis of rotation to meridional stream-channel mean line, meters






















absolute fluid velocity, meters/sec
fluid velocity relative to blade, meters/sec
mass flow per blade flowing through stream channel, kg/sec
axial coordinate, meters
angle between meridional streamline and axis of rotation, rad, see figs. 1 and 3
angle between relative velocity vector and meridional plane, rad, see fig. 1
specific-heat ratio
outer normal to region






in inlet or upstream
j dummy variable
le leading edge
m component in direction of meridionaI streamline






' absolute stagnation condition
" relative stagnation condition
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSI S
The calculations are performed in two stages. The first stage is to obtain a solu-
tion based on a reduced weight flow by the finite-difference solution of the stream-
function equation as described in references 1 and 3. For this first stage of the calcu-
lations, weight flow must be reduced sufficiently so that the flow is completely subsonic
throughout the passage.
The second stage is to obtain a velocity distribution based on the actual weight flow -=
by means of a velocity-gradient equation. The velocity-gradient solution requires infor- _-
mation obtained in the first stage. There may be locally supersonic flow.
£
The velocity across the width of a curved passage will vary. Hence, at the throat
z
of a curved passage that is choked, there will be both supersonic and subsonic velocities
across the passage width. If the weight flow is just slightly less than choking, two solu-
tions are possible, and both solutions will have both subsonic and supersonic velocities.
However, the solutions obtained by TSONIC are always the overall "subsonic" solution
(i. e., the velocities are always less than those corresponding to choking weight flow).
The simplifying assumptions used are those in references 1 and 3. These assump-
tions are
(1) The flow is steady relative to the blade.
(2) The fluid is a perfect gas (constant Cp) or is incompressible.
(3) The fluid is nonviscous, and there is no heat transfer (therefore, the flow is __
isentropic).
(4) The flow is absolutely irrotational.
(5) The blade-to-blade surface is a surface of revolution. (This does not exclude
straight infinite cascades. )
(6) The velocity component normal to the blade-to-blade surface is zero.
(7) The stagnation temperature is uniform across the inlet.
(8) The velocity magnitude and direction are uniform across beth the upstream and
downstream boundaries.
(9) The only forces are those due to momentum and pressure gradient.
These assumptions are used throughout the program. The following assumption is used
only in the first stage of the calculation: The relative velocity is subsonic everywhere.
(This is accomplished by using a reduced weight flow in the first stage of the calculation. )
4
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The flow may be axial, radial, or mixed and there may be a variation in the normal
stream-channel thickness b in the through-flow direction. Since the stream-channel
thickness can be specified as desired, a loss in relative stagnation pressure can be
accounted for by reducing b by a percentage equal to the percentage loss in relative
stagnation pressure.
The notation for velocity components is shown in figure 1. For generality, the
Figure 1. - Cylindrical coordinatesystemand velocity components.
meridional streamline distance m is used as an independent coordinate (see fig. 2).
Thus, m and 0 are the two basic independent variables. A stream channel is defined
by specifying a meridional streamline radius r and a stream-channel thickness b as
functions of m alone (see fig. 3). The variables r and b are constant functions of 0.





Figure3. - FlowIn a mixed-flowstreamchannel.
For the mathematical formulation of the problem the stream function is used. The
stream function u is normalized so that u is 0 on the upper surface of the lower
blade, and 1 on the lower surface of the upper blade. The stream function satisfies the
following equation (ref. I).
1 a2u a2u 1 1
+
r 2 aO2 am 2 r 2 P
%--ae ao bp au _2bPWsi nam W (1)
The derivatives of the stream function satisfy
(2)














If the flow is entirely subsonic, equation (1) is elliptic. Boundary conditions for the
entire boundary ABCDEFGHA of figure 4 will determine a unique solution for u. These
boundary conditions (ref. 1) are as follows:
Boundary segment Boundary condition
AB u is l less than the value of u on GHat
the same m coordinate.
BC u = 0
CD u is 1 less than the value of u onEFat




EF u is 1 greater than the value of u on CDat
the same m coordinate.
FG u= 1
GH u is lgreater than the value of u onABat




For the case where there is locally supersonic flow, equation (1) is no longer ellip-
tic in the entire region, but is hyperbolic in the region of supersonic flow. (This is
discussed in chapter 14 and appendix A of ref. 4.) With a mixed-type problem like
this, an analytical solution to equation (1) probably does not exist. This is discussed in
reference 5 and means simply that there is probably a shock loss. However, the shock
loss may be so small as to be negligible in a numerical solution. In this case we are
justified in looking for a numerical solution to equation (1).
At first one may think that equation (1) could be solved by a finite-difference method
even when there is locally supersonic flow. There are, however, difficulties with this
approach. The difficulty has to do with the fact that there are two velocities, one sub-
sonic and one supersonic, which will give the same value for the weight flow parameter
pW. If a stream-function solution is obtained, we can calculate the stream-function
derivatives to obtain values of pW by using equations (2) and (3). However, if there is
locally supersonic flow, there is no easy way of telling which points should use the sub-
sonic velocity and which points should use the supersonic velocity. This is further com-
plicated by the fact that equation (1) is nonlinear and requires iteration to obtain the coef-
ficients involving the density p. Therefore, in the initial iteration the predicted values
of pW near the supersonic region will be too large, so that no velocity W can be
found to correspond to the predicted value of pW.
Because of the difficulties with the finite-difference method of solution a different





A=r 2 cos 2 _ d20 +sint_tan_(1 +cos 2 _)
2dm
(5a)
is used on blade surface,
A = sin 2
a2u au --a2u
"_0 am ao a2u ao 2
a__.u.u (. au _2 am 2 au
am _,_ml aO
+ sin _ tan/3 (1 + cos 2 /3) (5b)
is used at interior points, and
B = r tan _aW + 2¢or sin c_ (6)
am cos /3
Equations (4) to (6) are derived in appendix A from the force equation. The quan-
tities in equations (5) and (6) are known if a solution to equation (1) is known. Therefore,
it is desired to obtain an approximate solution to equation (1) at a reduced weight flow
such that the streamlines at the reduced weight flow correspond closely to those for the
actual weight flow. If the flow were incompressible, there would be no change at all in
the streamlines if w is reduced by the same ratio as the weight flow w. This can be
seen from equation (1), since the coefficients are constants for incompressible flow and
equation (1) does not change if w/w is kept constant. None of the quantities in equa-
tions (5) and (6) would change, except for aW/am, which is proportional to the weight
flow w for incompressible flow. For the compressible case there will be some change
in streamline shape, and aw/am will not be strictly proportional to the weight flow.
However, for many cases, the error introduced by using quantities in equations (5)
and (6) from a reduced weight flow solution is not significant. Hence, a solution to
equation (1) can be obtained for a reduced weight flow (with correspondingly reduced w),
such that the values of /3, aW/am, and the partial derivatives of u can all be estimated
reasonably. More complete detail on obtaining the reduced weight flow solution is given
in appendix B. Alternate expressions for the parameter A are given since d20/dm 2
is known on the blade surface, but the partials of u are known in the interior of the
region.
Equation (4) can be solved numerically along vertical line in figure 4 (i. e., con-
stant m) by using the approximate values of A and B calculated from the completely
subsonic solution. To solve equation (4) directly requires a known value of W at some
initial point, for example, the intersection of the vertical line with the lower boundary of
the region. However, the condition that determines a unique solution to equation (4) is
not a value of W at some point, but rather that continuity must be satisfied. That is,
we require that
0_1 02 pW cos fl br dO = w (7)
where 01 is the value of 0 at the lower boundary and 02 is the value of 0 at the upper
boundary. One way to satisfy equation (7) is to try some initial value of W, and then
solve equation (4), and calculate the integral in equation (7). If the value of the integral
is not equal to w, then other initial values can be tried successively, iterating until the
correct solution is obtained. The numerical solution of equation (4) is obtained by a
Runge-Kutta method as described in the description of subroutine VELGRA.
When equation (4) has been solved, subject to satisfying equation (7), the velocity
distribution is known along vertical line running from the lower to the upper boundary of
the region (fig. 4). By doing this for a large number of vertical lines, we obtain the
velocity distribution for the entire region, including both blade surfaces.
NUMERICALEXAMPLES
|
To illustrate the use of the program and to show the type of results which can be
obtained, two numerical examples are given. The first example is an axial flow turbine
stator, and the other is a radial inflow turbine.
Axial Stator
This example is a stator nozzle mean blade section (fig. 5) for a turbine built at
Lewis (ref. 6). This blade section has also been analyzed by using the subsonic com-
pressible flow program TURBLE of reference 3. These results are the same as that
10
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Figure5. - Axial statorbladefor numerical example.
reported in reference 7. The design weight flow could not be analyzed with the TURBLE
program, because the velocities were too close to the sonic velocity. However, satis-
factory results were obtained with TSONIC by using a value of REDFAC = 0.8. This
means that the stream-function solution was obtained first with 80 percent of design
weight flow, then the velocity-gradient method was used to obtain the velocities at design
weight flow.
The input for this case is given in table I. The design weight flow velocities calcu-
lated by the program are given in table 1I. These velocities are plotted against blade
surface length in figure 6. Also shown in figure 6 are experimental data obtained from
the investigation described in reference 6. The experimental velocities shown are taken
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A Suction surface experimemal da_a
- O Pressure surface ex mrimental data-
-- Calculatedby TSONICprogram
I ] I I I I I I
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Fraction of blade surface length
between stagnation points
Figure 6. - Blade surface velocities for axial stator mean
section comparedwith experimental data.
Radial Inflow Turbine
An example turbine rotor profile is shown in figure 7. This is a high-specific-
speed turbine, with a specific speed of 1.01 (131 (rpm)(ft)3/4/(sec)l/2)." " First a meri-
dional plane analysis was made by the quasi-orthogonal method described in reference 11.
This analysis determined the meridional streamline spacing. The meridional stream-
line spacing gives the information for array BESP in the input. A preliminary solution
Flow
Figure 7. - Hub-shroud profile of radial turbine rotor.
14
is presented here for a blade-to-blade stream channel adjacent to the shroud. The
outlet flow angle _te is estimated based on the blade trailing-edge angle. The solution
will help decide whether the estimated value of _te is correct.




Figure 8. - Blade-to-blade region for radial turbine rotor.
are given in table TIT. The final velocities, based on the full weight flow, are given in
table IV. These velocities are plotted against the meridional streamline distance m in
figure 9.
Figure 9 indicates a high blade loading with moderate suction surface diffusion.
However, the blade loading probably is higher than would actually be obtained near the
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given as input to the program. The curves for the suction and pressure surface veloc-
ities would be made to come together at the trailing edge by reducing _te in additional
computer runs.
DESCRIPTIONOFINPUTAND OUTPUT
The computer program requires as input a geometrical description in m-0 coor-
dinates of the blade surfaces, a description in m-r coordinates of the stream channel
through the blades, appropriate gas constants, and operating conditions such as inlet
temperature and density, inlet and outlet flow angles, weight flow, and rotational speed.
Figures 1 and 2 show the m-0 coordinate system for a typical blade-to-blade surface
of revolution. Output obtained from the program includes velocity magnitude and direction
at all interior mesh points in the blade-to-blade passage, blade surface velocities,
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Figure 10 shows the input variables as they are punched on the data cards. There
are two types of variables, geometric and nongeometric. The geometric input variables
are shown in figures 11 and 12. All input variables are described in this section.
Directionof |
positive rotation /







MSPI fi rBlade surface l
_ I / (upper surface)
_R__II II _' _BETAO(-)
-, CHORDF .C
FigureII.-GeometricInputvariableson blade-to-bladestreamsurface.AnglesBETAI,BETAO,BETII.BETI2,
BETOI,and BETO2mustbegivenastrueangle13indegrees,nottheangleasmeasuredin m-B plane.
Eitheruse tan13= rdB/dmtoobtain!3,or measurethetrueangle.
Inlet of region--k Leading edge Mean Trailing edge Outlet of
of blade -7 streamline-_ of blade--_ region--7 m
\\ / _/ I BE
/// /r I I /
A and H-/ B and GJ RMSP LC and F _m--D and E
CD-10241 o Spline point
Figure 12. - Geometric input variables describing stream channel in meridional plane.
Further explanation of key variables is given in the section Instructions for Preparing
Input.

























inlet stagnation temperature, K
inlet stagnation density, kg/meter 3
mass flow per blade for stream channel, kg/sec
rotational speed, w, rad/sec (Note that w is negative if rotation is in the
opposite direction of that shown in fig. 1. )
value of overrelaxation factor to be used in the solution of the inner iteration
simultaneous equations (If ORF = 0, the program calculates an estimated
value for the overrelaxation factor. See p. 25 for discussion.)
_le along BG with respect to m-direction, deg, see fig. 11
rite along CF with respect to m-direction, deg, see
overall length of blade in m-direction, meters, see fig. 11
angular 8-coordinate for center of trailing-edge circle of blade with respect
to the center of leading-edge circle of blade, radians, see fig. 11
factor by which weight flow (WTFL) must be reduced in order to assure sub-
sonic flow throughout passage (REDFAC is usually between 0.5 and 0.9. )
tolerance on density change per iteration for reduced weight flow (DENTOL
may be left blank, and the value 0.001 will be used. If trouble is exper-
ienced in obtaining convergence (i. e., the maximum relative change in
density (item 14 of the output) does not get small enough), then a larger
value of DENTOL may be used, or a smaller value of REDFAC may be
used. The value of 0.001 for DENTOL is a tight tolerance, 0.01 would be
a medium tolerance, and 0.1 would be a loose tolerance. )
number of vertical mesh lines from AH to BG inclusive, see fig. 13
number of vertical mesh lines from AH to CF inclusive, see fig. 13
total number of vertical mesh lines in m-direction from AH to DE, maxi-
mum of 100, see fig. 13
number of mesh spaces in 0-direction between AB and GH, maximum of 50,
see fig. 13
number of blades
number of spline points for stream-channel radius (RMSP) and thickness












leading-edge radii of the two blade surfaces, meters, see fig. 11
trailing-edge radii of the two blade surfaces, meters, see fig. 11
angles (with respect to m-direction) at tangent points of leading-
edge radii with the two blade surfaces, deg, see fig. 11 (These
must be true angles in degrees. If angles are measured in the
m-8 plane, (i. e., dO din), BETII and BETI2 can be obtained
from the relation tan _ = r(d0/dm).)
angles (with respect to m-direction) at tangent points of trailing-
edge radii with the two blade surfaces, deg, see fig. 11 (These
must also be true angles in degrees, like BETI1 and BETI2.)
number of blade spline points given for each surface as input, max-
imum of 50 (These include the first and last points (dummies)
that are tangent to the leading- and trailing-edge radii (fig. 11). )
arrays of m-coordinates of spline points on the two blade surfaces,
measured from the blade leading edge, meters, see fig. 11 (The
first and last points in each of these arrays can be blank or have
a dummy value, since these points are calculated by the program.
If blanks are used, and the last point is on a new card, a blank
card must be used. )
arrays of 0-coordinates of spline points corresponding to MSP1
and MSP2, radians, see fig. 11 (Dummy values are also used
here in positions corresponding to those in MSP1 and MSP2. )
array of m-coordinates of spline points for stream-channel radii
and stream-channel thickness, meters, see fig. 12 (MR is
measured from the leading edge of the blade. These coordinates
should cover the entire distance from AH to DE, and may extend
beyond these bounds. The total number of points is NRSP.)
array of r-coordinates of spline points for the stream-channel radii,
corresponding to the MR array, meters, see fig. 12
array of stream-channel normal thicknesses corresponding to the
MR and RMSP arrays, meters, see fig. 12
The remaining variables, starting with BLDAT, are used to indicate what output is
desired. A value of 0 for any of these variables will cause the output associated with
that variable to be omitted. A value of 1 will cause the corresponding output to be
printed for the final iteration only; 2, for the first and final iterations; and 3, for all
iterations. Care should be used not to call for more output than is really useful. The
21








all geometrical information which does not change from iteration to iteration
(i. e., coordinates and first and second derivatives of all blade surface
spline points; blade coordinates, blade slopes, and blade curvatures where
vertical mesh lines meet each blade surface; radii and stream-channel
thicknesses corresponding to each vertical mesh line; m-coordinate, stream-
channel radius and thickness, and blade surface angles and slopes where
horizontal mesh lines intersect each blade; and ITV and IV arrays, internal
variables describing the location of the blade surfaces with respect to the
finite difference grid)
coefficient array, constant vector, and indexes of all adjacent points for each
point in finite-difference mesh (This information is needed for debugging
the program only. )
maximum change in stream function at any point for each iteration of SOR
equation (eq. (AS), ref. 1)
value of stream function at each unknown mesh point in region
streamline O-coordinates at each vertical mesh line, and streamline plot
velocity and flow angle at each interior mesh point for both reduced and actual
weight flow
m- coordinate, surface velocity, flow angle, distance along surface, and
W/Wcr based on meridional velocity components where each vertical mesh
line meets each blade surface; m-coordinate, surface velocity, flow angle,
distance along surface, and W/Wcr based on tangential velocity components
where each horizontal mesh line meets each blade surface; plot of blade
surface velocities against meridional streamline distance, meters
Instructions for Preparing Input
It is very unusual to have no errors of input the first time TSONIC is run. There-
fore, it is recommended that the first attempt should allow only 1 minute of execution
time and that BLDAT should be equal to 1. The resulting output should be checked care-
fully. Of particular interest are the second derivatives at input spline points. Any
errors in blade geometry input will usually result in wild values for some of these sec-








Units of measurement. - The International System of Units (ref. 8) is used through-
out this report. However, the program does not use any constants which depend on the
system of units being used. Therefore, any consistent set of units may be used in pre-
paring input for the program. For example, if force, length, temperature, and time
are chosen independently, mass units are obtained from Force = Mass x Acceleration.
The gas constant R must then have the units of force times length divided by mass
times temperature (energy per unit mass per degree temperature). Density is mass per
unit volume, and weight flow is mass per unit time. Output than gives velocity in the
chosen units of length per unit time. Since any consistent set of units can be employed,
the output is not labeled with any units.
Blade and stream-channel geometry. - The upper and lower surfaces of the blade
are each defined by specifying three things: leading- and trailing-edge radii, angles at
which these radii are tangent to the blade surfaces, and m- and 0-coordinates of sev-
eral points along each surface. These angles and coordinates are used to define a cubic
spline curve fit (ref. 9) to the surface. The standard sign convention is used for angles,
as indicated in figure 11.
A cubic spline curve is a piecewise cubic polynomial which expresses mathematically
the shape taken by an idealized spline passing through the given points. Reference 9
describes a method for determining the equation of the spline curve. Using this method,
few points are required to specify most blade shapes accurately, usually no more than
five or six in addition to the two end points. As a guide, enough points should be spec-
ified so that a physical spline passing through these points would accurately follow the
blade shape. This means that the spline points should be closer where there is large
curvature and farther apart where there is small curvature. As a check, the program
should be run for 1 minute of execution time with BLDAT = 1 for any new geometry.
Check the second derivatives at the spline points to see that they are reasonable. Also
check blade curvatures at vertical mesh lines.
The coordinates for either surface of the blade are given with respect to the leading
edge, with the leading edge of the blade being defined as the furthest point upstream (see
fig. 11).
The mean stream surface of revolution (as seen in the meridional plane, fig. 12) and
the stream-channel thickness are also fitted with cubic spline curves. The m-
coordinates for the mean stream surface are independent of the m-coordinates for the
blade surface.
Loss of relative stagnation pressure. - If desired, a simplified correction for losses
can be made by assuming a loss in relative stagnation pressure. This type of loss can
be accounted for by reducing each value in the BESP array by a percentage equal to the
assumed percentage loss in relative stagnation pressure at that point.
Inlet and outlet flow angles. - The values of _le and _te are given as average
values on BG and CF, respectively. If the flow is axial, these flow angles are constant
23
upstream or downstreamof the blades. If flow is radial or mixed, and these angles are
not known on BG and CF, /31e and _te must be calculated by equation (B14) of refer-
ence 1 or (B15) of reference 7.
Defining the mesh. - A finite-difference mesh is used for the solution of the basic
differential equation. A typical mesh pattern is shown in figure 13. The mesh spacing
and the extent of the upstream and downstream regions are determined by the values of
MBI, MBO, and MM of the input. The mesh spacing must be chosen so that there are
not more than 2500 unknown mesh points.
E
Values of MBI, MBO, and MM should be determined so that the mesh which results
has blocks which are approximately square. To achieve this, a value for NBBI is first
chosen arbitrarily (15 to 20 is typical). NBBI is the number of mesh spaces spanning
the blade pitch s, where s = 2_/NBL. Dividing s by NBBI gives the mesh spacing HT
24
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in the 0-direction in radians. Multiplying HT by an average radius (RMSP) of the stream
channel gives an average value for the actual mesh spacing in the 0-direction. The
value of CHORD should then be used with this tangential mesh spacing to calculate the
approximate number of mesh spaces along the blade in the m-direction. This will give
MBO once MBI is chosen. Generally, MBI is given a value of 10. MM, likewise, is
usually given a value 10 more than MBO.
Overrelaxation factor. - ORF is the overrelaxation factor used in each inner itera-
tion in the solution of the simultaneous finite-difference equations (see ref. 2, p. 102).
ORF may be set to 0, or some value between 1 and 2. ORF should be 0 for the initial
run of a given blade geometry and mesh spacing (MBI, NBBI, etc.). In this case the
program uses extra time and calculates an optimum value for ORF. It does this by
means of an iterative process, and on each iteration the current estimate of the optimum
value for ORF is printed. The final estimate is the one used by the program for ORF.
If the user does not change the mesh indexes MBI, MBO, MM, and NBBI between runs,
even though blade geometry or other input does change, he may use this final estimate
of ORF in the input, saving the time used in its computation. In all cases, if ORF is not
0, it should have a value greater than 1 and less than 2.
Actually, the value of ORF is not as critical as the user might think. It gets more
critical as the optimum value gets close to 2. For any run of a given set of data, only
small changes will occur in the rate of convergence in SOR as long as the difference
2.0 - ORF is within 10 percent of its optimum value.
Format for input data. - All the numbers on the card beginning with MBI and on the
card beginning with BLDAT are integers (no decimal point) in a five-column field (see
fig. 10). These must all be right adjusted. The input variables on all other data cards
are real numbers (punch decimal point) in a 10-column field.
Incompressible flow. - While the program is written for compressible flow, it can
be easily used for incompressible flow. To do so specify GAM = 1.5, AR = 1000,
TIP = 106, and REDFAC = 1 as input. This results in a single outer iteration of the pro-
gram to obtain the stream-function solution. And, of course, the velocity-gradient solu-
tion will yield nothing new.
Straight infinite cascade. The program is as easily applied to straight infinite cas-
cades as to circular cascades. Since the radius and number of blades (NBL) for such a
cascade would actually be infinite, an artificial convention must be adopted. The user
should pick a value for NBL, for instance 20 or 30. Then, since the blade pitch sr is
known, an artificial radius can be computed from
r - NBL(sr)
2_
This radius should then be used to compute the 0-coordinates required as input (TI-ISPI,
THSP2, and STGRF).
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Axial flow with constant stream-channel thickness. - For a two-dimensional cascade
with constant stream-channel thickness, constant values should be given for the MR,
RMSP, and BESP arrays. Only two points are required for each of these arrays in this
case. The two values of MR should be chosen so that they are further upstream and
downstream than the boundaries AH and DE. The two values of RMSP and BESP should
equal the constants r and b.
Output
Sample output is given in table V for the axial flow stator example of reference 1.
The blade shape is shown in figure 13. Since the complete output would be lengthy, only
the first few lines of each section of output are reproduced here. Most of the output is
optional, and is controlled by the final input card, as already described. In some in-
stances output lables are simply internal variable names.
Each section of the sample output in table V has been numbered to correspond to the
following description:
(1) The first output is a listing of the input data. All items are labeled as on the
input from (fig. 10).
(2) This is the output corresponding to BLDAT (see the list of input variables and the
descriptions of internal variables for the subroutines of the program).
(3) The relative free-stream velocity W; the relative critical velocity Wcr; and
the maximum value of the mass flow parameter pW (corresponding to W = Wcr ) are
given at the leading edge of the blade (BG) and the trailing edge of the blade (CF). These
are all for the full weight flow. The inlet (outlet) free-stream flow angle /3in (_out) at
boundary AH (DE) is given. These angles are based on the reduced weight flow and the
input angles BETAI (_le) and BETAO (/3re). The reason for this is discussed in appen-
dixB.
(4) These are calculated program constants, including the pitch from blade to blade,
the mesh spacing in all solution regions, the minimum and maximum values of IT in the
solution region (ITMIN and ITMAX), and the value of the prerotation _ (eq. (B8), ref. 1)
for both full and reduced weight flow.
(5) This is the number of mesh points in the entire solution region at which the
function is unknown.




(7) This is the output corresponding to AANDK.
(8) If the program calculates on optimum overrelaxation factor (i. e., ORF = 0 in the
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printed value of the estimate optimum ORF is the value of the overrelaxation factor (ORF)
used by the program.
(9) This is the output corresponding to ERSOR.
(10) This is the output corresponding to STRFN.
(11) This is the total execution time after obtaining the stream function solution for
each outer iteration.
(12) This is the output corresponding to SLCRD.
(13) This is the output corresponding to INTVL for the reduced weight flow.
(14) This gives the maximum relative change in the density, for each outer iteration.
(15) This is the output corresponding to SURVL for the reduced weight flow.
(16) This is the total execution time after all calculations are completed for an outer
iteration with reduced weight flow.
Most of the previously described output has been for the reduced weight flow. The
following output is for the actual weight flow.
(17) This is the output corresponding to INTVL for the full weight flow.
(18) This is the output corresponding to SURVL for the full weight flow.
ERRORCONDITIONS
i. SPLINT USED FOR EXTRAPOLATION. EXTRAPOLATED VALUE = X. XXX
SPLINT is normally used for interpolation, but may be used for extrapolation in
some cases. When this occurs the above message is printed, as well as the input and
output of SPLINT. Calculations proceed normally after this printout.
2. BLCD CALL NO. XX
M COORDINATE IS NOT WITHIN BLADE
This message is printed by subroutine BLCD if the M-coordinate given this sub-
routine as input is not within the bounds of the blade surface for which BLCD is called.
The value of m and the blade surface number are also printed when this happens. This
may be caused by an error in the integer input items for the program.
The location of the error in the main program is given by means of BLCD CALL
NO. XX, which corresponds to locations noted by comment cards at each MHORIZ,
ROOT, and BLCD call in the program.
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3. ROOTCALL NO. XX
ROOTHASFAILED TO OBTAIN A VALID ROOT
This messageis printed by subroutine ROOTif a root cannotbe located. The input
to ROOT is also printed. The user should thoroughly check the input to the main pro-
gram.
The location of the error in the main program is given by means of ROOT CALL
NO. XX, which corresponds to locations noted by comment cards at each MHORIZ and
ROOT call in the program.
4. DENSTY CALL NO. XX
NER(1) = XX
RHO*W IS X. XXXX TIMES THE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR RHO*W
This message is printed if the value of pW at some mesh point is so large that there
is no solution for the value of p and W. This indicates a locally supersonic condition,
which can be eliminated by decreasing REDFAC in the input.
If RHO*W is too large, TSONIC still attempts to calculate a solution. This often
permits an approximate solution to be obtained which is valid at all the subsonic points
in the region. In other cases the value of W is reduced at some of the points in ques-
tion during later iterations, resulting in a valid final solution for these points. The pro-
gram counts the number of times supersonic flow has been located at any point during a
given run (NER(1)). When NER(1) = 50, the program is stopped.
The location of the error in the main program is given by means of DENSTY CALL
NO. XX, which corresponds to locations noted by comment cards at each DENSTY call
in the program.
5. MM, NBBI, NRSP, OR SOME SPLNO IS TOO LARGE
If this message is printed, reduce the appropriate inputs to their allotted maximum
values.
6. INPUT WEIGHT FLOW (WTFL) IS TOO LARGE AT BLADE LEADING EDGE
This message is printed if WTFL is greater than the choking mass flow for the ver-
tical line BG, and the program is stopped. If this happens, there is probably an error in
the input. The following items should be checked carefully: RHOIP, WTFL, BETAI,
NBL, RMSP, and BESP.
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7. REDUCED WEIGHT FLOW IS STILL TOO LARGE
This message is printed if difficulty is encountered in calculating Bi n or Bout for
the reduced weight flow. If this happens, REDFAC should be reduced.
8. ONE OF THE MH ARRAYS IS TOO LARGE
This message is printed if there are more than 100 intersections of horizontal mesh
lines with any blade surface. In this case NBBI should be reduced.
9. THE NUMBER OF INTERIOR MESH POINTS EXCEEDS 2500
This message is printed ff there are more than the allowable number of finite-
difference grid points. Either MM or NBBI must be reduced.
10. SEARCH CANNOT FIND M IN THE MH ARRAY
If this message is printed, the value of m and the blade surface number are also
printed. The user should thoroughly check the input to the main program.
11. A VELOCITY-GRADIENT SOLUTION CANNOT BE
OBTAINED FOR VERTICAL LINE IM = XX
This message is printed if difficulty is encountered in solving the velocity-gradient
equation for some vertical line.
12. A VELOCITY-GRADIENT SOLUTION COULD NOT BE OBTAINED IN
50 ITERATIONS FOR VERTICAL LINE IM = XX
This message is printed after 50 attempts to find a velocity-gradient equation which
results either in the specified weight flow (WTFL) or in a choked flow.
13. WTFL EXCEEDS CHOKING WEIGHT FLOW FOR IM = XX
CHOKING WEIGHT FLOW = XXXXX FOR IM = XX
This message is printed if the vertical line IM will not pass the specified weight
flow (WTFL). WTFL should be reduced in this case.
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PROGRAM PROCEDURE
The first part of the program is very similar to TURBLE (ref. 3). The program
description for TURBLE is given in reference 1. The main difference in this part of
the TSONIC is the calculation of coefficients A and B of equations (4) to (6) by sub-
routine TANG. Also, PRECAL has been considerably changed to calculate certain con-
stants at reduced weight flow. In addition, a new segment was added to solve the
velocity-gradient equation. The main subroutine of this new segment is TVELCY.
PRECAL, TANG, TVELCY and the subroutines in the new segment of the program are
described later in this section. All the subroutines and their relation are shown in
figure 14.
Figure 14. - Calling relation of subroutines.
The dictionary defines all new variables. Any variables not defined here are de-
fined in reference 1.
The program can handle up to 2500 mesh points on the IBM 7094-2/7044 direct
coupled system with a 32 768-word core. To be able to handle 2500 mesh points, an
overlay arrangement is used, as shown in figure 15. All subroutines not shown are in










































Figure 15. - Arrangementfor overlay, showing octal storage requirements.
number of mesh points should be reduced. The following program changes are required
to change the maximum number of mesh points:
(1) Change the dimension of A, U, K, and RHO in the COMMON/AUKRHO/state-
ment. This statement occurs in most subroutines.
(2) In subroutine INPUT, change the number of values of U, K, and RHO to be
initialized (the bound on the DO loop near statement 60).
(3) In subroutine PRECAL, change statement 340 and format statement 1150 to re-
flect the maximum allowable number of mesh points. Statement 340 will cause the pro-
gram to stop if there are too many mesh points.
(4) Change the dimensions of W, BETA, DUDT, DUDTT, AAP, and BBP in SLAX,
SLAV, TANG, VELOCY, VEL, TVELCY, and VELGRA.
The conventions used in the program and most of the labeled COMMON blocks are
described in reference 1. The following are new COMMON blocks in TSONIC:
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(1)/SURVEL/is used for arrays of surface velocities and plotting arrays.
(2)/D2TDM2/is used for an array of second derivatives d20/dm 2 along the blade
surfaces.
(3) /WWCRM/is used for an array of critical velocity ratios and an array of labels
to indicate choking.
Subroutine PRECAL
Calculation of _, Wle , and Wte. - The prerotation _ and the average velocity Wle
at the blade leading edge are calculated for the full weight flow. They are calculated
iteratively by equations (BT) to (B9) of reference 1. If the input weight flow (WTFL) is
too large, a solution cannot be obtained. In this case, error message (6) is printed, and
the program is stopped. Otherwise, Wte is calculated using _te by satisfying one-
dimensional continuity at line CF.
Calculation of Wcr and maximum values of mass flow parameter pW. - Calculation
of all these quantities at the leading and trailing edges is done using equations (B10) to
(B12) of reference 1.
Calculation of w, w, and h for reduced weight flow. - First, the values of w, w,
and h for the full weight flow are stored. Then values of w and w for the reduced
weight flow are calculated by multiplying by REDFAC. The value of _, for the reduced
weight flow is then calculated by the same procedure as for the full weight flow.
Calculate /3in and _out" - These quantities are necessary as boundary conditions.
The input, however, gives file (BETAI) and rite (BETAO). The desired values of /_in
and _out are calculated from the input values of _le and _te' respectively, by using
equation (B14) of reference 1. The reduced weight flow is used in these calculations for
reasons explained in appendix B.
The remaining calculations in PRECAL are the same as for TURBLE, and are
described in reference 1.
Subroutine TANG
Most of this subroutine is the same as in TURBLE, and is described in reference 1.
After these calculations are complete for a given horizontal mesh line segment, there is
a check to see if there is convergence of the outer iteration (by checking the value of
lEND). If convergence has been achieved, the coefficients A and B of equation (4) are
calculated. This requires first the calculation of a2u/am a0 and aW/am. The calcu-
lation of 02u/0m _0 is done by using subroutine SPLINE to calculate the partial deriva-
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tive with respect to m of _u/aS. The values of _u/_O have been previously calculated
in SLAV. The values of bW/_m are also calculated by subroutine SPLINE. The values
of A and B are now calculated at each point by using equations (5) and (6). These
values are stored in the AAP and BBP arrays.
Subroutine TVELCY
TVELCY calls VELGRA and VELGRB to solve the velocity-gradient equation along
each vertical line. After this is done, the blade surface velocity is printed at each ver-
tical mesh line. Then these velocities are plotted.
Subroutine VELGRA
VELGRA has a second entry point. The main entry point is for vertical mesh lines
upstream or downstream Of the blade. The second entry point is called VELGRB and is
used for vertical mesh lines between the blades. Most calculations are the same for
either entry point. The variable AORB is used as a switch to indicate the entry point,
and is used where there is some difference in the calculation, such as at the surface of
a blade.
After calculating some constants the values of A and B of equation (4) are placed
in the A2 and B2 arrays from the AAP and BBP arrays, respectively, for the interior
points. The values of A and B on the blade surface are calculated by equations (5a)
and (6).
After all the values of A and B are calculated, the velocity-gradient equation (4)
is solved. An initial estimate of W on the lower boundary is available from the reduced
weight flow solution. The initial velocity is obtained by dividing the reduced weight flow
value by REDFAC. A numerical solution to equation (4) is calculated by a Runge-Kutta
method as follows (ref. 10, p. 233). If Wj is known at the jth point, Wj+ 1 is calcu-
lated by the following algorithm. Let
Wj+ 1 = Wj + (AjWj + Bj)(Oj+ 1 - Oj)










After the second boundary is reached, the solution is checked by calculating the weight
flow. The weight flow can be calculated by
_01 °2Wes t = pW cos /3 br dO
(9)
using the values of W just calculated. The density p for each W is calculated, and
the value of fl from the reduced weight flow solution is used. The stream-channel
thickness b and the radius are constants which are available in the BE and RM arrays,
respectively. The integral in equation (9) is calculated numerically by subroutine
INTGRL. After Wes t (WTFLES in program) is calculated, subroutine CONTIN is called.
CONTIN will give a new initial value for W. The entire procedure is then repeated, with
CONTIN giving a new initial value for W each time, until one of four occurrences:
(1) WTFLES = w+w/105.
(2) A maximum value of WTFLES < w is found. This indicates choking. In this
case, error message 13 is printed.
(3) In the calculations W becomes so large that no corresponding density can be
found. In this case, error message 11 is printed, and the program goes to the next
vertical line.
(4) None of the above conditions are met for 50 iterations. In this case, error
message 12 is printed, and the program goes to the next vertical line.
After the calculations are completed, the interior velocities are printed, and surface
velocities are stored to be printed later.
Subroutine BLOCKD
This initializes the LABEL array with blanks.
Main Dictionary
Most of the FORTRAN variables are the same as those given in reference 1 and will





array of values of coefficient A (eq. (4)) along a vertical mesh line
array of values of coefficient A (eq. (4)) at all interior mesh points
value of X based on input value of weight flow w (WTFL) (LAMBDA is



























input value of OMEGA (OMEGA is reduced for the reduced weight flow
calculations. )
input value of WTFL (WTFL is reduced for the reduced weight flow cal-
culations. )
switch in VELGRA to indicate entry point (AORB = 1 for main entry point
and AORB = 2 for entry point VELGRB.)
array of values of coefficient B (eq. (4)) along a vertical mesh line
array of values of coefficient B (eq. (4)) at all interior mesh points
array of values of cos _ along a vertical mesh line
variable storing the word "choked" in Hollerith
array of values of d20/dm 2 for each blade surface at vertical mesh lines
array of valu3 of _u/_0 along a horizontal line
maximum permitted change of estimated initial value of W
(DELMAX = War/10)
see input
array of values of
array of values of
array of values of
array of values of
a2u/_m 2 along a horizontal mesh line
_2u/_0 _m along a horizontal line
_2u/_02 at all interior mesh points
bW/Om along a horizontal mesh line
temporary index variable in TVELCY
integer variable controlling logical sequence in CONTIN
array of labels for A format output to indicate a particular blade surface
velocity was based on choked weight flow
temporary storage of a value of NER(1)
see input
array of values of pW cos /_ along a vertical mesh line
sin
sin fl on the upper blade surface at a given vertical line
sin _ on the lower blade surface at a given vertical line
















array of velocities W
array of velocities W
West
calculated by eq. (8)
along a horizontal mesh line in TANG
calculated by eq. (9)











































IF(_ER(2I.GT.O) GO TO LO
IF(IEND.LE.O) GO TO 30
CALL TVELCY
GO [0 IO






























































































(RMSP( I°) , I =t ,NRSP)




_RITE(6pIO2U) BLDATtAANDK, ERSOR,STRFN,SLCRO, INTVL,SURVL
IF (MM.LE.IOO.AND.NBBI.LE.50.ANU.NRSP.LC.50.AND.NSPI(LI.LE.50




20 HMt = CHORD(I)/FLOAT(PBO-M9I)
CO 30 IM=I,MM


























































[II0 FORMAT (7X,3HGAH,14X,2HAR, I3X,3HTIP, 12X,5HRHOIP,12X,4HWTFLtIIX,6H
I ,[OX,SHOMEGA, [2X,3H_RF)
IT20 FORMAT (6X,SHBETAI,IOXtSHBETAt),IIX,6HCHURDF,IIX,SHSTGRF|
1125 FORNAT |6X,6HREDFAC, IOX,6HOENIOL)
1130 F_RMAT [41H H[_I MBC MH Nb_I N_L NRSP)
IT40 FORMAT [39HL BLADE SURFACE l -- UPPER SURFACE)
I150 FORMAT (3gHL BLADE SURFACE 2 -- LOWER SURFACEI




I210 FORMAT (16HL MR ARRAY)
1220 FORMAT |7X,IIhRMSP ARRAY)
1230 FORVAT [7X,IIHBESP ARRAY)
[240 FORMAT (52HL BLDAT AANDK ERSOR STRFN SLCRD INTVL SURVL)
1250 FORMAT (41HI _M,NbBI,NRSP, OR SOMF SPLNO IS TO0 LARGE)
END
50
..... _ i __;
SUBROUTINE PRECAL
PRFCAL CALCULATES ALL RECLIIRED FIXED CONSTANTS
COMMON SRW,[ TERt IEND,LERI2),NER{2)
COMMON /AUK_HI]/ A|2500,4),U(2500),KI2500),RIIO(2500)
COM_ON / IMP/GAM_ AR,T I P,RFO IP, _TFL,OMEGA,ORF, BETAI ,BE IAD, REL)FAC ,
I I)ENT[)L, _ I _M6C, MM, NP.I_[_ N_L, NRSP, MR (50) _ RMSP (50 } , BESP(50) t
2 I;LOAT,AAi, DK,ERSOR,STRFN,SLCRUtINTVL,SIIRVL
COMMON /CALCON/ACF_VT,ACT
1 HMI tHT, 9TLR,DMLR_ P ITC
2 FWL, ITMIN, ITM_X,N I P, I




















10 RHOF = RHOIP
RHOVI = WTFL/_IMBI)/PITCH/CnS(_ETAI)/RM(MBI)
20 VI = RHOVIIRHOI
LAM_DA = R_IM_I}*(VI_SINIBETAI)÷OMEGA*RM|MBI}}
TTIP = I.-(VI**2_2.*OMEGA*LAMBDA-(OMEGA'RM(MBI))**2IlCPTIP
IF {TTIP.LE.O.) GO TO 30
RHOMBI : RHOIP*ITIP**EXPCN





40 _I = RI4OVIIRHOMBI
LAMdDA = RM(MbI)*[VI*SIN{BET&II÷DMEGA*RM|MBI))
TWL = 2.*OM_GA*LAMBDA
RHOVO = WTFL/BE(MBO )/PITCHICOS(_ETAO)/RM(N_O)
RHQ!_B2 = RHUIP
TWLMR = TWL-(OMEGA*RM(MBC 1)*-2
LER(I)=I
EE_TY CALL NO. !
CALL DENSTY(eHI]VO_RHOMB2,VO,TWLMR_CPTIP_[XPON,RHOIP,GAM_AR,TIP)




























STERE ACTUAL VALUES OF _TFL, OMEGA AND LAMBDA - CALCULATE REDUCEO






CALCULATE LAM6DA FOR RECUCED WEIGHT FLOW
RHOT = RHDIP
RHOVI = WTFLIbE(MBI)/PITCH/COS(BETAI)/RM{MBI)




[F(_BS(RHOM_I-RHOT)/RHOIP.LT..O0000[) GO TO 60
RHOT = RHOMBI
GO TO 50
60 VT = RHOVI/RHOMbl
LAM_DA = RM(MBI)*(VT*SIN(BETAI)÷_MEGAmRMIMBI))
TWL = 2.10M_GA*LAMSDA






70 TBIT = {TBI/BE(MBI)*R_Ot/RHOMSI+OMEGA*(RNIMBII**2-RP(L)**2)*RH!_I
I /WTFL*PIICHIiBE(t}




CENSTY CALL NO. 2
CALL DENSTY IRHDVI,RHCI,AA,TWLMR,CPTIP,EXPON,RHOIP,(;AM,AR,TIP)
GO TO 70
80 TBI = TBIT
RHOVO = WTFL/_E(_Bn )/PITCH/COS(HETAO)/RNIMBO)
RHOMB2 = RHUIP
TWLPR = TWL-(OMEGA*RM(MBC ))m*2
LER(1)=3






YO _BOT = |TBQ/BE(MBO )*RHONM/RHOM_2÷QMEGAIIRMIMbO )**2-RM(MM)**2)*
52
C[ _,HOMM/WTFL*P ITCH) w BE ( IVM )




CENSTY CALL NU. 4
CALL DENSrY (RHOVO,RHOMM,AA, TWLMR,CPTIP,EXPON,RHOIPfGAM_ARtTIP|
GO ro 90
lO0 TBO = TBOT
BTAt-!UT = ATANITgO)*57.295779
IF(NER(1).FC_.NERT} GO TO llO
WRIIE {6,1025)
STOP
CALCULATE TV, [TV, IV, DTDMV, ANO BETAV ARRAYS
Ii0 ITMIN = 0
ITMAX = NBBI-I
C TV, ITV, AND DTDMV ON BLADE
EO 120 IM:VBI,MBO
LER(2)=[
C BLC{_ CALL NO. [
CALL BLI{MV(IM),TV{IM,I),DTDMV{IM,I),INF)
ITV{IM, I)= INTI(TV(IM,I)*DTLR)/HT)
IF (TV(IM,I).GT.-DTLR] IIV(IM,I)=ITVIIM, I)*I
ITMIN= MINO(ITMIN, ITV(IM,[))
LER(2)=2
















150 ITVI[M,2) = LAST
ITMIN = MINOIITMIN,ITV{MM, I))
C CALCULATE IV ARRAY
IV( I] = [
CO IbO IM=I,MM




CURV(IM,SURF) = (RM(I_)*D2TDM2CIH,SURF)÷SAL{IM}*DTDMV{IM,SURF)) /
i (I.+(RMIIMI*OTDMV(IM,SURF)}**21**I.5



















CALCULATE MH AND DTDMH ARRAYS
ITO : ITV{I,I)





BLC[) AND ROOT (VIA MHCRIZ) CALL NO. 3
CALL MHORIZ(MV,ITV(I, I),PLI,MBI,MBO, ITO,HT,F)TLR,O,IMS(I),MHII,L),
I DTDMH{ I, I),MRTS )





240 IMS{2) = 0
MRTS = I
LER(2) = 4




IF(I.LE.IO0} G(] TO 29C
WRI TE(6,1100) I
STOP
290 IFIF_LDAT.LE.O) GO TO 300
WRITE {6, lIlO} ( [M, IV(IP) , { ITV( IM, SURF),SURF=I, 2) , IM=I,MM)






IFiIMSS.LT.I) GO TO 320
CO 3tO IHS = I,IMSS
310 8ETAH(IHS,SURFI = ATA_(DTOMH(IHS,SURF)-RMH(IHS,SURFII*57.29577V
IF (8LDAT.GT.O) WRITE(6,1130} SURF,(MH(IM, SURFi,RMH(IM,SURF),
I BEHiIM,SURF),BETAH|IM,SURF},UTDMH(IM,SURF),IM=I,IMSS)
320 CONTINUE
IF (BLDAT.LE.O) GO TO 340
WRITE {6,1140}
IT = [THIN













1020 FORMAT(6OHL[NPUT WEIGHT FLOW (WTFL) IS TOO LARGE AT BLADE LFADING
IEDGC}
1025 FORMAT(4OHL REOUCED WEIGHT FLOW IS STILL TOO LARGE]
1030 FORe'AT [IHI/24X,IOHFREESTREAM,BX,13HMAXIMUM VALUE,
17X,HHCRITICAL,3OX, 14HBETA CORRECTED/25X,BHVELOC[TYtIOXtgHF[]R RHOmW
2,10X,811VELI-)CITY,3IX, IIHTO BOUNDARY/IXtlTHLEADING EDGE B-G,3GI_.SI
312X,12HBOUNOARY A-H, GIB.5/IX,IIHTRA[LING EDGE C-F,3GIB.5,I2X,
412H;_OUNDARY D-E,G18.5/R6X,30HIBASED ON REDUCED WEIGHT FLOW)I
1040 FORMATI33HL CALCULATED PROGRAM CONSTANTS//SX,SHPITCH,13X,
I 2HHT, 13X, 3HHM 1/IX, 5GI 6.7)
1050 FORHAT IlSX,5HITMIN, IOX,5HITMAXI4X,IS,IOX, ISI/5X,bHLAMP, DAtI2X,
1 2gHLAMBDA AT REDUCED WEIGHT FLOWIIX,GI6.I,lZX,GI6.7/
2 3BHL _WUMBER OF INTERIOR MESH POINTS = ,Ib)
IObO FOR_AT(28HL SURFACE BOUNDARY VALUES//5×,7HSURFACE,7X,2HBV
I/(SX,I4,4X,FLO.5) )
1070 FORMAT (IHI,6X,62HBLA[_E CATA AT INTERSECTIONS UF VERTICAL MESH LIN
IES WITH BLAL)ES)
1080 FORMAT (IHL,22X,15HBLADE SURFACE 1,30X,15HBLADE SURFACE 2/7X,
I LHM, 14X, 211TV, I [X, 5HDTDMV, 11X, 4HCURV, 12X, 2HTV, L IX, 5HDTDMV_ II X,
2 4HCIJRV/{ 7G15.5) )
I000 FORMAT (IHI,13X,44HSTREAM SHEET El)ORDINATES AND THICKNESS TABLE /
1 2X,2HIM, IX,IHM,I4X,IHR, 13X,3HSAL,13X,[HB,12Xt5HDB/DM/(IX,13,
2 5G15.5 ) )
llO0 FORWAT(34HLONE OF THE MH ARRAYS IS TO(] LARGE/TH IT HAS_IS, 8H POI
IKTS )
1110 FORHAT (4HI IM,gX,BHIV ARRAY,25X,"_HITV ARRAY/38X,SHBLADE/37X,THSUR
[FACE,)X, IHI,SX, IH2139X,3HNO./( IX,13,SX, Ii0,25X,2(I4,2X) I }
1120 FORMAT (67HIM COORDINATES OF INTERSECTIONS OF HORIZO'_TAL MESH LINE
IS WITH BLADE}
1130 FORMAT (25HLMH ARRAY - BLADE SURFACE,12//ISX,2HMH,IgX,3HRMH,IgX,
1 3ttBEH, IHXtSItBETAHt [TX,SHDTDMH/(SG22.4) }
[140 FORMAT (43HITHETA COOROI'_,ATES OF HORIZUNTAL MESH LINES//6X,2HIT,
15X, 5HTHETA )
I150 FORMAT(48HLTHE NUMBER OF INTERIOR MESH POINTS EXCEEDS 2500)
END
SUBROUTINE COEF
COEF CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS, A, AND C()NSTANTS, K,







































IF(GAM.NE.I.5.0R.AR.NE.IOOO..OR.TIP.NE.I.E6} GO TO 20
IENO = I
GO TO 40
ADJUSTMENT OF PR|NTING CCNTROL VARIABLES














FIRST VERTICAL MESH LINE





50 K(IP) = HMI-T_I/PITCH/((RM(1)+RM(2)}/2.!
UPSTREAM OF OLADE, EXCEPT FOR FIRST VERTICAL MESH LINE




70 CO 80 IM:MBI,M_O
80 CALL COEFBB|IM)
DOWNSTREAM OF BLADES EXCEPT FOR FINAL MESH LINE
150 IF(YBOPI.GT.MMMI) GO TO 170
CO 160 IM=M_OPI,MMMi
160 CALL COEFPIIM)
FINAL VERTICAL MESH LINE


























CASES WHEN POINTS J,C,E, OR F
RETURN
SUBi_OUTINE COEFBB(IM)
COEFBB CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS, A, AND CONSTANTS, K


























lO KA(I) = 0
FIX HRB VALUES FOR CASES WHERE MESH LINES INTERSECT bLADES
60 IFIIT. EQ. ITV(IM, I)} CALL BORYI2(I,IM, IF)













COMPUTL A AND K COEFFICIENTS
80 CALL AAK(IM, IP)
CO 90 I=i,4
K{IP) = K(IP}+KAK{I)*A(IP, I}






COEFP CALCULATES FINITE CIFFERENC[ CUEFFICIENTS, At AND CONSTANTS,
ALONG ALL VERTICAL MESH LINES WHICH DO NOT INTERSECT BLADES
I00
ENTRY COEFP{IM)
























HRB CALCULATES MESH SPACING, H, DEZWSITIFS, RZ AND R, AT GIVEN AND































AAK CALCULATES FINITE DIFFERENCE CDEFFICIENTS, A, AND CUNSTANT, K,
AT A SINGLE MESH POINT
COMMON /AUKRHO/ A(2500,4)_U(2500)tK(2500),RHO[2500)
COMMON /CALCON/ACTWT,ACTOMG,ACTLAM,MBIMI,MBIPLtMBOMI,MBOPI,MMMI,





































INTEGER BLDAT,AANDK, ERSOR, STRFN,SLCRD,SURVL,AATEMP,SURF,F[RST,
UPPER,S[,ST,SRW
REAL K,KAK,LAMBDA,LMAX,M_,MLE,MR,MSL,MSPtMV_MV[MI











BDRY34 CORRECTS VALUES CCMPUTED BY HRR WHEN A HORIZONTAL MESH LINE
INTERSECTS A BLADE
COMMON ICALCON/ACTWT,ACT_MG,ACTLAM,MBIMI,MBIPL,MBOM1,MBOPI,MMMI,
























SOR SOLVES THE SET I]F SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS FOR THE STREAM FUNCTION







































CORRECI IPl AND IP2 ALnNG PERInDIC BOUNDARIES
IF{IM.GE.MBI.AND.IM.LE.MBO) GO TO 60
IF([T. EQ. ITV(IM, I)} IPL = IPI÷NBBI
IF(IT.EQ.ITV|IM,2)) IP2 = IP2-NBBI
60 ITB = IT
IT4 = IT
LO0 IP3 = IPF{IM-I_IT3)
IP4 = IPF(IM÷I,IT4)
IF(CRF.GT.I.) GO TO IIO
CALCULATE NEW ESTIMATE FOR LMAX
UNEW = A(IP,I}*U(IPI)+A{IP,2}*U(IP2|÷A(IP,3)mU(IPB)÷A{IP,4)mU(IP4)
IF (UNEW.LT.L.E-25) U(IP) = O.





CALCULATE NEW ESTIMATE FCR STREAM FUNCTION BY SOR




IL5 IF(_ATEMP.LE.O) GU TO 120
WRITE (6,I030} IT,IP,IPI,IP2,1P),IP4,(A{IP,I),I=I,4),K(IP)
120 IT = IT÷)
AATEMP = 0
IF{CRF.GT.I.) GO TO 130
CREOPT= 2./(I.÷SQRT(ABS{I.-LMAX)))
WRITE{6,IO00) ORFOPT










130 IF(ERSOR.GT.O) HRITE(6tI040) ERROR
IF(ERROR.GT.°O00001} GO TO 50
IF(STRFN.LE.O) RETURN












WRITE (6,1020} IM, ITVU
I_0 WRITE (6,1000} (U(IP),IP:IPU,IPL)
RETURN
I000 FORMAT(24H ESTIMATED OPTIMUM ORF =,Fq.6)
I010 FORRAT (82HI IT IP IPI IP2 IP3
1 A(3) A(4) K)








VALUES FOR REDUCED WEIGHT FLOW)
SUBROUTINE SLAX
SLAX CALLS SUBROUTINES TO CALCULATE RHO*W-SUB-M






























































AND M D_N THE PAGE)
PLOTS FOR REDUCED WEIGHT FLOW)






SLA_ C_LCULATE_ RHOmW-SUB-M THROUGHOUT THE REGION AND ON THE BLADE









































REAL K, KAK, LAMBDA, LMAX, MH, ML E,MR,MSL, MSP,MV,MV [MI
SLAVP CALCULATES ALONG VERTICAL MESH LINES WHICH 00 NOT
INTERSECT BLAOES














20 INTU = [NTU+I
LINT{6} = UINT{I)
GO TO I00


















60 USP(IT) = U(IP)
70 CO _0 I=1,6
80 LiNT(1) = FLOAT(I_I)/5.
FOR BOTH SLAVP AND SL_VBB, CALCULATE RHO*W-SUB-M IN THE REGION, AND
RHOJW AT VERTICAL MES_ LINE INTERSECTIONS ON THE _LADE SURFACES
lO0 CONTINUE




CO 110 IP:IPU, IPL
IT = IT+I
CUDT{IP) = 00T{IT!
llO OUDTT(IP) = AAA(IT)
120 IF (LOC.EQ.O) GO TO I_0
: i i:i_
WMBIIM,I) : DOT( I}*WTFL/BE(IM)/RM{IM}
WMB(IM,2! = DDT(NSPI*WTFL/_E(IMI/RM(IM|
RMDTU2 = {RM(IM)*DTDMV(IM, I)}**2
RMDIL2 = IRM(IM)*DTDMV(IM,2})**2
IF {RMDTU2.GT.IO000°) WM_IIM,I) = O.
IF (RMDTL2.GT°IOODO.} WMbIIM,2} = O.
_MB{IM,I) = ABSIWM_(IM,I))*SORTII°÷RMDTU2}
WM_(IM,2) : ABS(WMB(I_,2))*SQRT(I°+RMDTL2)









lO00 FOR_AT(IHL3OX,46HSTREAmLINE COORDINATES FOR RLDUCED WEIGHT FLOW/







TANG CALCULATES RFIO*W-SUB-T_ETA AND THE_'I RH@*W THROUGHOUT THE REGION











































10 IF (IT.GT.I1MAX) RETURN
S1 = 0
ON THE GIVEN HURIZONTAL MESH LINE, FIND A FIRST POINT IN THE REGION
IF(IT.GE.O.AND.IT.LT.NeBI) GO TO 60
IM = MBIML
20 IM= IM+I
IF(IM. GT.MBU) GO TO 200
SURF = 1
IF(IT.GE. ITV(IM, I).AND.IT. LT.ITVIIM-I,I}) GO TO I0
IF(IM. EQ.MBOPI.ANO.IT.EQ.ITV(MBU,LI-I.AND.ITVIMBO,I)-ITVIM_O,2I
I +NBBI.EO.2) GO TO 70
SURF = 2
IFtIT.LE.ITVIIM,2).AND.IT.GT.ITV(IM-1,2)) GO TO 70
GO rO 20




LSP (i) = O(IT+I)
GO TO 90
FIRST POINT IS ON A BLADE SURFACE





IF (IM.EQ.MuIPL) MVIMI = MVIMI+IMV(IM2I-MVIMll/IO00.
LER(2) = 5




_LCD IVIA ROOT) CALL NO. 6
IF(SI.EQ.2)CALL ROOT(MVIMI ,MV(IM2}pTH,BL2,DrLR,ANS,AAA)




MOVE ALC)NG HORIZONTAL MESP LINE UNTIL MESH LINE INTERSECTS BOUNDARY
90 IF{IM.LT.MBI.OR,IM.GT.MBtJ) GO TO 120
SURF = i
IFIIT. LT.ITV(IM,SURF).AND. IT.GE.ITV|IM-I,SURF)) t;O TO I_0
SURF = 2
IF(IT.GT. ITV(IM,SURF).ANE).IT.Lt.ITV(IM-I,SURF)) GO TO I40
120 SPM(IM) = MV(IMI
IP = IPF(IM,IT)
LSPiIM) = UIIP)














FINAL POINT IS ON BOUNDARY D-E
13o IMT = MM
GO ro 15o
FINAL POINT IS aN A BLADE SURFACE





IF (IM.EQ.MBIP[) MVIM[ = MVIMI+{MV([MT)-MVIM[}/IO00.
LER{2) = 7




BLCCI {VIA ROOT) CALL NO. 8
IF(ST.EO.2)CALL ROOT(NVIVI ,MV{IMT),TH_BL2,0TLR,ANStAAA)





CALCULATE RHO*W ON THE BLADE SURFACES
FIRST=I
LAST= MM






WIP(IMI) = _Tb{IIIS,SI) / RHOHB([HS,SI)






WIP{IMT) = _TB(IHS,ST) / RHOHB(IHS,ST)
CALCULATE RHO*_-SUB-THETA AND THEN RHO*W ANO 8ETA IN THE REGION







TWLFR = 2.*_MEGA_LAMaCA-(OMEGA*RM{I ))**2
LFR(I) = 5
CENSTY CALL NO° 5
CALL DEHSTYlWl[P),RHOIIP)tANS,TWI_MR_CPTIPtEXPON_RHOIPsGAMpAR_TIP)

















IF(IMT.NE.MM) GO TO 20






















WRITE (6,1000) DIST, SURF
STOP










VELCCY CALLS SUBR(IUTINES TO CALCULATE DENSITIES AND VELOCITIES

















































XOO,_N|NPI) = MH{IHS, SURF)
30 CONTINUE
40 KKKI2*SURF+I) = NPI-NP2














70 KKK(2*SURF÷5) = NPI-NP2











IOlO FORMAT |2HPL,JTX,63HVELOCITY(W) VS.
I(M) DOWN THE PAGE /2HPL/
2 2HPL,5OX,5OH+ - BLADE SURFACE [_
3 2HPL,5OX,5OH* - BLADE SURFACE It
4 2HPL,5OX,5OHX -BLAOE SURFACE 2,
5 2HPL,5OX,5OHO - BLADE SURFACE 2,
END
VELOCITIES FUR REDUCEI) WEIGHT FLO
MERII) II]NAL STREAMLINE DISTA_CE
BASED ON MERIDIO_JAL COMPONCNT/
BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENT/
BASEO Qhl MERIDIONAL COMPONENT/
BASFD 0;_ TANGENTIAL COMPONENT)
70
SUBROUTINE VEL




































VELBB CALCULATES ALON_ VERTICAL MESH LINES WHICH INTERSECT 8LADES
ENTRY VELBBIFIRST,LAST)
IFIFIRST.GT.LAS[) RETURN











IF (IFVL.LT.ITVU} GO TO 50
ALONG IHE LINE BETWEEN BLADES
IF (INTVL.LE.O) GO TO 50
WRITE (6,1010) [H,(W(IP),BETA{IP),IP=IPLIPI°IPLMI)
ON IHE UPPER SURFACE
50 RHOB : RHOVb(IMtl)
LER([}=6









60 RELER = AMAXI(RELER_ABS((RHOB-RHCVB(IM,I|I/RHUV_(IM,I)|}
ON THE LOWER SURFACE
RHO_ = RHOVB{IM,2)
LER(L}=7









70 RELER : AMAXI(RELER,ABS(IRHO_-RHOV_(IM,2)}/RHOVB(I_,2|))
RETURN






















RELER : AMAXIIRELER, ABS{{RHOR-RHOHB(IHS,SURF))/RHOHBIIHS,SURF)))
CONTINUE
IF(RELER.LT.DENTOL) IEND = IEND+I
WRITE(6,1080) ITER,RELER














I WWCRT(IHS,SURF), IHS:I, IMSS)
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
TO00 FORMAT(IHI/40X,34HVELOCITIES AT INTERIOR MESH POINTS/45X,
1 23HFOR REDUCED WEIGHT FLOW)
I010 FORMAT(IHL,3HIM=,I3, SI24H VELOCITY ANGLE(DEG))/
I(SX,SIGI5.4,Fg.2})}
I020 FORRAT|IHI/16X,IH*,IBX,TIHSURFACE VELOCITIES BASED ON MERIOIONAL C
ICMPONENTS - REDUCED WEIGHT FLOW,18X,IH*/16X, IH*,53X,IH*53X,IH*/
2 I6X,IH*,IgX,ISHBLABE SURFACE I,IgX,IH*,2OX,ISHBLADE SURFACE 2,
3 18X,IH*//X,IHM, SX,IH*,2(3K,8HVELUCITY,3X,23HANGLE(DEG) SURF. LE
4NGTH,SX,SHW/WCR,&X,IH*))
|040 FORMAT((IH ,GL3.4,3H m,2(GI2.4,FQ.2,2GIS.4,3H *)))
1050 FORNATIIHI/3X,49HSURF_CE VELOCITIES BASED UN IANGENTIAL COMPONENTS
I /I8X,IQHRESUCED WEIGHT FLOW)
1060 FORMATI//22X,ISHBLADE SURFACE ,II/?X,IHM, IOX,8HVELOCITY,3X,IOHANG
ILE{I}EG),3X,SH_/WCR)
I070 FORMATIIH ,2GI3.4,Fg.2,G15.4}





























IF(I.GT.MBIM_} GO TO 20
CO 10 IM=I,MBIMI
lO CALL VELGRA{IM)
20 _0 30 IM:MBIPI,M80MI
30 CALL VELGRD(IM}







PREPARE ARRAYS F(]R PLOT CF VELOCITIES
CO _0 IM = MBIPI,MBOMI
I = IM - MOT
12 : I + M_OMI - MOT
XOOaN(I) : MV(IM)
YAC;_OS(1) : WMB{IM,I)
60 VACROS(I2) = W_B(IM,2)
KKKI[) : 0
KKK(2) = 2







tO00 FORMAT{IHI/40X,34HVEL_CIIIES AT INTERIOR MESH POINTS/44X,
I 27H(BASEO ON FULL WEIGHT FLOWII
IOIO FORMAT(IHIII6X_IH*_I3X_68HSURFACE VELOCITIES bASED ON MERIDIONAL C
ICMPE]NENTS - FULL WEIGNT FLOW_30X_IH*/I6X_IH*_55X_IH_t55X_IH*/16X_




1030 FORMAT (2HPr,bOX,24HBLADE SURFACE VELOCITIESI2HPTt49×,27H[BASED ON
i FULL WEIGHt FLUh))
1040 FORMAT [2HPL,31X,63HVELOCITYIW) VS. MERIDIONAL STREAMLINE DISTANCE
X(M) DOWN THE PAGE/2HPL/2hPL,5OX, IgH* - BLADE SURFACE L/2HPL,5OX,I9













































_EL_AX = WCR/ IO.














IF(AORB.LE.L.) GO TO 30


















50 WGRAD(1) = (WAS÷WASS)/2.
C0 60 I=I,NSP
TTIP = I.-(WGRAD(1)**2÷T_LMR|/CPTIP





55 RHOT = RHOIP*TTIP**EXPON
60 RWC_(I) = RHOT*WGRAD(I}*CBETAII)
CALL INTGRL {THETA,RWCB,NSP,AAA)
WTFLES = BE(IMJ*RM(IMIuAAA(NSPI
IF (ABS(ACTWT-WTFLES).LE.ACTWT/IO0000.} GO TO 70
CALL CONTIN (WGRAO(I),WTFLES,INU, IM,ACTWTpDELMAXtF_LERCI
IF([ND.LT.6) GO TO 40
IF (IND.EQ.o) GO TO 65
WRITE (6,1020) IM
IF (ADRB.GT.I.) WGRAD(II = O.
WGRADINSP) = O.
GO TO TO
65 LABEL(IN) = CHOKED
70 CONTINUE
FIRST = [











I000 FORMAT{SHKIM =,I3,IOX,5HITI :,I3/(2XiIOGI3.6))
I010 FORMAT {73HK A VELOCITY GRADIENT SOLUTION CAN!_OT f_E OBTAINED FOR
IVERTICAL LINE IM =,13}
1020 FOR_AT{92HK A VELOCITY GRADIENT SOLUTION COULD NOT BE OBTAINED IN






























S IG_= I .
GO TO lO
ENT4Y 8L2 (M,THETA,DTBM, INF )
SIIRF= 2






IF {INIT{SURF).EQ.[3) GO TO 30
INII(SURF}= 13


































IF (M. GT.MSP(I,SURF)) GO TO 50
AT LEAUING EDGE RADIUS
40
MMLC= M-MLE(SURF)
IF (MMLE.LT.-DMLR) GO TO 90
PMLE= AMAX[{O.,MMLE)
THETA= SQRT(MMLE*(2.*RI(SURF)-MMLE)I*SIGN

















[M.LE.MSP{KK,SURF)) GC TO 60
















THE[A= EMKML*MSPMM_*3/6./S + EMK_MMMSPw43/6./S ÷ (TIIK-EMKmS/6.)*
L MMMSP ÷ (THKMI-EMKML*S/b.)*MSPMM




AT TRAILING EDGE RADIUS
70 CMM= CHORO(SURF)+MLE(SURF)-M
IF {CMM.LT.-DMLR) GO TO 90
CMM= AMAX[(O.,CMM)
THEFA= SQRT{CMM*(2.*RC(SURF)-CMM))*SIGN















I000 FORMAT (IHI,13X,33HBLADE DATA AT INPUT SPLINE POINTS)
lOLO FORMAT(IHL,17X,L6HBLAOE SURFACE,I4)
1020 FORMAT ITX ,IHM,IOX, SHTHETA,IOXtlOHOERIVATIVE_SX,LOH2ND DERIV. /
l (_GLS.S) }
I0}0 FORMAT {I4HLBLCI) CALL NO.,I]/33H M COORDINATE IS NOT WITHIN BLADE/















CONTIN calculates a new estimate for the initial value of W for equation (4). This
is based on satisfying the continuity equation (7). If the input value of w (WTFL) is too
large, there may be no solution of equation (4) satisfying equation (7). In this case, the
choking weight flow will be found.
An initial estimate of the velocity at the lower boundary is furnished by VELGRA,
say W 1. The corresponding weight flow w 1 is also calculated by VELGRA. CONTIN
furnishes the next estimate W2, by linear interpolation or extrapolation from the origin
(see fig. 16). Subsequent estimates are obtained by linear interpolation or extrapolation
from the two previous estimates (see W 3 in fig. 16). This is essentially the method of
false position (regula falsi).






Assumedrelative velodty on hub
Figure 16. - Method used by subroutine CONTINto determine relative hub velocity.
If there is choked flow, so that a solution does not exist, information from three
iterations is stored. This information is used to predict the next estimate of W on the
lower boundary such that the weight flow will be a maximum.




last value of W on lower boundary used in solving eq. (4)
weight flow calculated by eq. (9) based on the input value of WA
controls sequence of calculation in CONTIN; VELGRA sets IND = 1 to
indicate start of velocity-gradient solution for a new vertical mesh line
value of IM for vertical mesh line




maximum permitted change in estimated velocity WA per iteration
tolerance on velocity for calculating choking weight flow
The output arguments for CONTIN are as follows:
WA
IND
value of W on lower boundary to be used in solving eq. (4)
used to control next iteration in CONTIN, and to indicate when a choked
flow solution has been found





predicted correction to WA
number of iterations of CONTIN for a vertical mesh line
array of values of WA from up to three previous iterations
array of values of WTFL from up to three previous iterations
SUBROUTINE CONTIN
CIMENSIUN SPEEDIS),WEIGHT(3)
KCALL = NCALL + l
IF (IND.NE.I.AND.NCALL.GT.50) GO
135 GO TO (140,150,210,270,370),IND









(WA, WTFL, IND, I,WT, DELMAX, TOLERC }
T[] 400
STGN(DELMAX,DELTA)
[50 IF ((WTFL-WEIGHT(I}II(WA-SPEED(I}}) 180,180,160
160 SPEGD(2I = aA
CELIA = (WT-WTFL)I(WTFL-WEIGHTilI)*iWA-SPEED(II)
IF(ABS(DELTA).GT.DELMAX) DELTA = SIGN(DELMAX,DELTA)
WA = DELTA÷_A
166 SPEED(1) = SPEFD(2}
WEIGHT(l) = WTFL
RETURN
170 WRITE (6,1000) I,WTFL, I
IND = 6
RETURN
180 IND = 3
IF (WTFL.GE.WI) GO TO 140
IF (SPEED(I)-WA} I_0,2C0,200


















210 hEIGHT(I) = N[FL
IF (WTFL.GF.WT) GO TO 140
IF (WEIGHT()l-WEIGHT(2)} 230,380,220







230 IF(SPEED(3)-SPEED(1}-TCLERC) [70, llO, 260
240 IND = 6
245 IF (WE[GHT(3)-WEIGHT(1)) 260,260,250
250 hA = (SPEEDII)÷SPEED(2)}/2.0
RETURN
260 Wa = (SPEED(3)+SPEED(2))/2.0
RETURN
270 IF(SPEFD(3)-SPEED(I}-TCLERC) [70, 170, 280
280 IF (WrFL-WEIGHT(2)) 320,350,290
290 IF (WA-SPEED(21) 310,300,300










320 IF {hA-SPEED(2)) 340,330,330
330 WEIGHT(3) = WTFL
SPEED{3) = _A
GO To 245
340 hEIGHT(1) = WTFL
SPEED(1) = WA
GO IO 245
350 IND : 5
IF (WA-SPEED(2}) 380,360,360









380 IND = 5






C NO SOLUTION FOUND IN 50 ITERAT[ONS
400 IND = 7
RETURN
1000 FOR_AT(43FtLACTWT EXCEEOS CHOKING WEIGHT FLOW FOR IN =,i3/
[ 22HKCHOKiNG WEIGHT FLOW =,GIS.6tgH FOR IN =,13)
ENO
Subroutine INTGRL
INTGRL calculator is the integral of a function passing through a given set of points.
This subroutine is based on the spline curve. INTGRL solves a tridiagonal matrix equa-
tion given in reference 9 to obtain the coefficients for the piecewise cubic polynomial
function giving the spline fit curve. INTGRL is based on the end condition that the
second derivative at either end point is one-half that at the next spline point.





array of function values
integer number of X and Y values given
The output variable is
= f X(J)
SUM array of values of integral of function, SUM(J) JX(1) Y dX





C INTGRL CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL OF h SPLINE CURVE PASSING THROUGH
C A GIVEN SET OF P{]INTS
C ENC C_NDITION - SECOND CERIVATIVE AT EITHkR END POINT IS ONE-HALF





















10 G|I) = (F-A*G(I-I))/W
20 _M(N} = G(N-L)/f2.÷S8fN-11}
_0 30 I=2,N
K = N+I-I
30 EM{K) = G(K)-SBIK)*EM(K÷])
SUNll) :0.0
CO _O K=2,N









NO. OF PCINTS =I3/LOX5HX 15X5HY ISXSHSUM
DERIV./I4E20.8))
The remaining subroutines are essentially the same as described in reference 1.
The subroutines in TSONIC are not interchangeable with those in TANDEM or TURBLE,
since there are differences in COMMON blocks and some changes in coding. However,
the description of these subroutines in reference 1 still applies, with the exception of
SPLINE and ROOT. In SPLINE the end condition has been changed so that the second
derivative is the same at an end point as at the adjacent point. ROOT has been changed
to find the root by the bisection method instead of by Newton's method. This is less
efficient, but more foolproof.
SUBi_OUTINE SPLINE {X,Y,N,SLOPE,EM)
C
C SPLINE CALCULATES FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES AT SPLINE POINTS

















i0 G(I} : (F-A*G(I-I}}/W
20 EM(_) = GIN-I)I(I.÷SBIN-I))
CO _0 I:2,N
K = N+I-I
30 EN(K) = G(K)-SBIK)uEM(K÷I)
SLOPEII) = (XII)-XI2)I/6**I2.*EMII)+EM(2))*(Y{2)-Y|I))/(X{2)-X(L)|
CO 40 I=2,N
40 SLOPE(1) = (XII)-XII-I})I6.-I2.*EMIII+EMII-I)|÷(YIII-Y(I-I))I
1 (X(I)-X(I-I))








SPLN22 CALCULATES FIRST AND SECCND DERIVATIVES AT SPLINE POINTS
































IF(SRW.EQ.LO) WRITE (6_ICOO) N_(X{I),Y(II_SLOPE(IJ,EM(IIII:L,NI
RETURN





SPLINT CALCULATES INTERPCLAFED POINTS AND DERIVATIVES
FCR A SPLINE CURVE
ENC C_NDiTIUN- SECOND DFRIVATIVE AT F_ITHER END POINT




















10 G(I} = (F-A*G(I-II)/W
20 EM(N) = G(N-I)/(2.+SB(N-I})
CO 30 I=2,N
K = N+I-I
























YINT(I| = EM{K-I)*[X(K)-Z(1))**3/6./SK +EM[K)*(Z(I)-X(K-I))**3/6.










I000 FORMAT (54H SPLINT USED FOR EXTRAPOLATION. EXTRAPOLATED VALUE = •
1G14.6)
[010 FORMAT (2X,21HNO. OF POINTS GIVEN =_13,30H1 NO. OF INTERPOLATED PO










SUBROUTINE MHURIZ(MV, ITV,BL,MBI,I_80, ITO,HT,OILR,KODE,J,MH,DTDMH_
IIVRTS)
MHORIZ CALCULAIES M COORGIN_TES OF INTERSECTIONS OF ALL HORIZONTAL
MESF LINES WITH A ESLADE SURFACE
RODE = 0 FOR UPPER BLADE SURFACE
KGDE = ! FOR LOWER BLADE SURFACE
COMMON SRW, I TER, IEND, LER {2) _ NER(2)
CIMENSION lUVllOOlt ITVI I00) _MH( IO0),DTOMH{[OOI
INTEGER BLDAT,AANDK, ERSOR,STRFN,SLCRD,SURVL,AAFEMP,SURFtFIRST,
! UPPER,SI,ST,SRW





I0 ITI!_D = 0
20 IF ([TV(IM+I)-ITV{IM)-ITIND) 30,40,50
30 J= J+l
TI= FLOAT ( I rV ( IM+I)- I TC- IT IND÷KOOE )mHT
IT I_VO= IT I',_L)-I
MVI_ = MV(IM)











IF (MRTS.EQ.I) MVIM : MVIM÷IMV{IM÷II-MVIM)/IO00.




SUBROUTINE OENSTY (RH[IV_, RICO,VEt, TWLMR ,CPT IP, E XPUN, RHOI P, GAM, AR, T(p)




IF {VEL.NE.O.| GO TO IO
RHO = RHOIP
RETURN
tO TTI p = I.-(VEL**2÷TWLMR)/CPTIP
IF(TTIP.LT.O.) GO TO 30
TEM _ = TTIP**|EXPON-I.)
RHO[ : RHOIP*FEMP*TTIP
RHO,P: -VELw*2/GAM*RHOIP/AR,TEMP/TIP+RHOT
IF(RHOWP.LE.O.} GO TO 30
VELNEW = VEL+(RHOW-RHCT*VEL}/RHOWP
IFIABS(VELNEW-VEL)/VELNEW.LT..O001) GO TO 20
VEL = VELNEW
GO TO I0
20 VEL = VELNEW
RHO = RHOW/VEL
RETURN








LO00 FORNAT{16HLDENSTY CALL NO. yI31qH NER(I} =,I3/lOH RHO*W IS ,F1.4_






ROOT FINDS A ROOT FOR [FGNCI MINUS Y) IN THE INTERVAL {AtB)
COMMON SRW,ITER,IEND,LER[2)_NER(2)
INTEGER SRW









IF((FXI-Y)*(FX-YI.GT.O.) GO TO 20
X2 = X
GO TO 30






1000 FORMAT (32HIINPUT ARGUMENTS FOR ROOT -- A =Gt_oS,3X,3HB =tGl3°5,
I 3X,3HY =_GI3.5_3Xt8HTOLERY =_GI3.5/16X,IHX_ITXt2HFXtISXt3HDFX_
2 |OX,]HINF)
I010 FORWAT[8XtGI6.5t2GIO.St[6)
1020 FORMAT(14HLROOT CALL NC. tI3/3/H ROOT HAS FAILED TO OBTAIN VALIt) RO
ICT/4H A :,GL4.6,1OX,3HB =,GI4.6tlOX_3HY :,GI4.6)
END
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,




DERIVATION OF VELOCITY-GRADIENT EQUATION
The velocity-gradient equation is an expression of the force equation.
of force in the 0-direction, the following equation can be obtained:
aw_ 1 d(rV0)_ 1 d(rW8 + c°r2)
_0 W dt W dt
By a balance
(A1)
The time derivative indicates the change in the quantity for a moving particle as a func-
tion of time. Equation (A1) is a special case of equation (B10) of reference 11. We
make use of the following relations (see fig. 1):
W o = W sin
w m = w cos
W r = W m sin
W z = W m cos ot
dr _ Wr
dt












dW=w0 aW +W aW
dt rO8 m am
88
i
We can perform the indicated differentiation of the right side of equation (A1) by
using the preceding relations, and then solve for _W/80 (which appears on both sides
of the equation) to obtain
OW -W tco_dflr _) aW sina
_-_ _ _-_+sinatan +rtan_--+2wr
_m cos
(A2)
We desire now to evaluate d_/dS in terms of first and second derivatives of 0
with respect to m along streamlines. The following relations hold for streamlines:














- sin a (A6)
dm
Now differentiate equation (A3) and use equations (A5) and (A6) to obtain
d.._ = r cos 3 _ _d20 + sin a sin _. cos 2 _ (A7)
dS dm 2 r
Along the surface of the blade d20/dm 2 can be easily calculated since 0 is given
explicitly as a function of m. However, in the passage d20/dm 2 is given indirectly
by the stream function. Hence, we will need an expression for d20/dm 2 in terms of the






By differentiating equation (A8) we obtain
2 au au a2u (au_ 2 a2u _au_2 a2u
\-5/
(A9)
Finally, by using the fact (from eqs. (A3) and (A8)) that





r 2 cos 2_=sin 2
dm 2
a2u au a2u
00 _m _'-_ _2u 002
au
am
.au _2 _m 2 _u
(At0)
By using equations (A7) and (A10), equation (A2) can be put in the following form:
(All)
where
A = r 2 cos 2 _ d20 + sin a tan/3(1 + cos 2 _)
dm 2
(A12a)
is used on blade surface,




_0 am a-_ _2u 002
a._.u_u f_u\2 am 2 Ou
am I /\am/ 00
+ sin a tan fl(1 + cos 2 fl) (A12b)
is used at interior points, and
B= rtan_W +2wr sin
am cos




DEFINING REDUCEDWEIGHT FLOW PROBLEM
Since the final solution obtained by the velocity-gradient equation depends on the
stream-function solution obtained with a reduced weight flow, it is important to establish
the conditions which will give the most suitable stream-function solution. To accomplish
this, the streamlines at the reduced weight flow should correspond in shape as closely
as possible to those for the actual weight flow. Some of the factors affecting this corre-
spondence are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first condition is that equation (1) should not be changed. This condition is
satisfied if the ratio ¢o/w is not changed. Therefore, w is reduced in the same ratio
as w, for the reduced weight flow solution. With this condition satisfied, there would
be no change at all in the stream function, if the flow were incompressible. With com-
pressible flow, the stream-function solution will change since the coefficients in equa-
tion (1) are functions of the density p, which in turn is a function of the relative velocity
W. The relative velocity naturally will be lower if the weight flow is reduced.
Another consideration is the boundary conditions at the upstream and downstream
boundaries, AH and DE (see fig. 4). We could use the same boundary condition as for
the full weight flow. However, this is not the best approximation. The reason for
this is that the input information is the mean value of _le and rite at BG and CF,
respectively, instead of AH and DE. And we want to obtain a streamline pattern sat-
isfying the input condition, but at a reduced weight flow. So the entire calculation of
f_in and flout for the stream-function solution is based on the reduced weight flow
condition. Notice, also, that the calculation of flin and f_out requires a value of
prerotation h, which in turn depends on w and w. Hence, a value of ), based on
the reduced weight flow is also calculated. The method of calculating _ and fiin and
Pout is described in appendix B of reference 1.
We can summarize the quantities which must be calculated based on the reduced
weight flow. They are w, ¢0, _, fiin' and f_out" These quantities, based on the reduced
weight flow, are used for calculating the reduced weight flow solution. Values of w, w,
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